
 
 
KURTZ: It was a drum beat, a deafening drum beat in the wake of 
9/11, as President Bush and Vice President Cheney and other top 
officials warned that Iraq had amassed a stockpile of illegal 
weapons and began building a case for war. And the media all too 
often acted as an echo chamber. 
 
(BEGIN VIDEO CLIP) 
 
CONDOLEEZZA RICE, FORMER NATIONAL SECURITY 
ADVISOR: We don't want the smoking gun to be a mushroom 
cloud --  
 
DICK CHENEY, FORMER VICE PRESIDENT: The read we get 
on the people of Iraq is there's no question, but they want to get rid 
of Saddam Hussein and they will welcome as liberators the United 
States when we come to do that. 
 
BILL PLANTE, CBS NEWS: The White House hopes to call for a 
vote on the deadline resolution early next week. If it passes, then 
by March 17th as a senior official, Saddam Hussein will finally be 
out of final opportunity. Even if it doesn't pass, the president has 
left no doubt that he's ready to go to war. SHEPARD SMITH, 
FOX NEWS: This is Fox News and Fox News Channel continuing 
coverage of the campaign, which now has begun to liberate and 
disarm Iraq. 
 
(END VIDEO CLIP 
 
KURTZ: Joining us now, Rajiv Chandrasekaran, senior 
correspondent and associate editor of the "Washington Post" and 
author of the book "Little America," which is just out in 
paperback, Mark Thompson who covers the national security and 
the military for "Time" magazine and back with us is Fred Francis, 



former NBC senior correspondent and the founder of 15-
seconds.com. 
 
Rajiv, didn't most of the media, with the benefit of hindsight, get 
rolled by the Bush administration during this run-up to war? 
 
RAJIV CHANDRASEKARAN, SENIOR CORRESPONDENT, 
"WASHINGTON POST": Look, there was a lot of uncritical 
reporting out there. I make no excuses for it. But I think it's a little 
too simplistic to say the press just rolled over for the Bush 
administration. 
 
Take for instance the principal claim, that Iraq had weapons of 
mass destruction, and these were claims made by the senior most 
officials of government. They are citing intelligence reports. 
 
Now, putting aside some of the more extreme stuff, I'm not going 
to apologize for some of Judy Miller's coverage in "New York 
Times" for instance, but when it comes to some of these claims, it's 
not like journalists, journalists who have good resources in the 
world of national security establishment, can just drive up to 
Langley and say to the CIA, look, let me see the source material 
for that. 
 
KURTZ: You are right with this exception. I reported on this when 
I was at "The Washington Post." There was something like 140 
front-page pieces between August of 2002 and the date of the 
invasion basically carrying the administration's case for war. 
 
And on the occasions when some very good reporters wrote pieces 
that challenged or skeptical intelligence, those stories were buried. 
They were minimized. They were spiked and Bob Woodward told 
me himself that he felt he should have tried harder to get past the 
groupthink. He said it was part of the groupthink. So I agree with 
you. This wasn't an easy case to crack, but --  



 
FRED FRANCIS, FORMER SENIOR CORRESPONDENT, 
NBC: I'll admit, I didn't do a great job. I thought I was one of the 
best national security correspondents in Washington, and I did not 
do a great job. However, this is not easy work to do. Not one 
intelligence agency in the world, not the CIA, but no intelligence 
agency, not the Mossad, not even Saddam's people knew that he 
didn't have the weapons of mass destruction. 
 
MARK THOMPSON, "TIME" MAGAZINE: It's worth noting, 
Howie, not only did the U.S. government exaggerate his potential 
possession of weapons of mass destruction, but Saddam wanted 
everybody to believe he had weapons of mass destruction. 
KURTZ: To make him look stronger with his own people. 
 
THOMPSON: Right. So it really looked a true hall of mirrors. 
 
KURTZ: Let's recall the atmosphere, in the wake of 9/11 when 
some journalists were wearing flag pins on the air. Some networks 
banned that. There was an undercurrent that if you doubted or were 
too skeptical of what Bush and Cheney and Rumsfeld and Rice 
were saying, that maybe you didn't support the troops, that you 
were unpatriotic. 
 
THOMPSON: I know Fred knows this, but Cheney was defense 
secretary during the first Gulf War. There was a sense of trust that 
many of the military reporters had for him. Now, that was, that was 
ruined later on, but the fact of the matter was, we had the Saddam 
Hussein hangover from the first Gulf War. 
 
Then we had Saddam Hussein trying to kill the elder President 
Bush in Kuwait, allegedly, in 1993 and then 9/11 happened. I 
mean, there really was a sort of snowballing kind of thing and the 
press to some degree was taken for a ride. 
 



FRANCIS: I won't disagree with that, but you know, I didn't want 
to be with the troops. When I went to war, I snuck into Iraq so I 
could be with the Kurds of Kirkuk (ph) because those were the 
only ones that really knew that there were weapons of mass 
destruction. 
 
Saddam had killed tens of thousands of Kurds with poison gas. But 
even there, Howie, the CIA guys that I worked with in the north, 
the special forces guys, even Jalal Talabani, the president of Iraq 
today, they believed he had weapons of mass destruction. So, who 
was I to say they weren't? 
 
KURTZ: Since you say you snuck in -- and that leads me to the 
question I was going to ask in the next couple of minutes, and that 
is the whole embedding program created by the Pentagon. A lot of 
people thought this was great. Reporters get to be on the front 
lines, see combat, some were killed and, some were injured. On the 
other hand, it enabled commanders and even soldiers to -- many 
people thought spin the press and in some isolated cases sensor 
their copy. 
 
FRANCIS: I am of that group. I didn't want to be embedded. I 
could have had my pick of units because I was the Pentagon 
correspondent for so long. I didn't want that feeling that I had to 
protect or not report on something, and those who were embedded 
did some great reporting, as it turned out. But what stories were not 
covered? I don't know that. 
 
KURTZ: I want to come back to you, Rajiv, because I understand 
what you're saying, which is this was a very, you couldn't go to 
Iraq without getting killed. You couldn't go to the CIA and if you 
had been able to walk the halls of the CIA, most of the CIA 
analysts believed and whether it was cooked or exaggerated by 
their higher ups -- that in fact the evidence pointed to WMDs. 
 



But then you had this extraordinary sequence of events where the 
"New York Times" had an editor note saying it had printed too 
many credulous claims about Saddam and Iraq. Then editor of the 
"Washington Post," Len Downie told me he had made a mistake of 
not putting more skeptical stories on the front page. Even the 
people who ran the news organizations seem to acknowledge that 
they had fallen short. 
 
CHANDRASEKARAN: Indeed, and there was far more that we all 
could have done. You could go to Iraq. I was in Iraq for the bulk of 
the six months leading up to the war. What you couldn't really do 
is get an independent assessment of what Saddam really had. 
 
You could accompany U.N. weapons inspectors, but it's all a dog 
and phony show. But Howie, it wasn't just the issue of weapons of 
mass destruction. It was the broader questions. What is the political 
transition plan? 
 
Truth squadding the White House's claims that Iraq could pay for 
it, the reconstruction of its country, the questions of the long 
simmering tensions between the principal religious and ethnic 
groups in the country. 
 
These were questions that were all easily reportable. They should 
have had more coverage. We didn't do enough in really 
aggressively looking at all of that. 
 
KURTZ: That's a really salient point. But now on the tone, 
television did put some voices on the air that were either anti-war 
or skeptical about the claims about Saddam. But they tended to be 
Hollywood celebrities. I had the actress, Jeanine Garofalo, on this 
program in early 2003. 
 
She said, you know, they were put on the air and then were 
condescended to, you don't really know anything, and that became 



the face of the anti-war movement. So I'm wondering whether or 
not we collectively journalists could have done a better of job 
seeking out those who were skeptical. Let me go to Mark 
Thompson. 
 
THOMPSON: I mean, what's interesting, you mention the echo 
chamber effect here. The echo chamber effect was set by the "New 
York Times." The "New York Times" got a leak saying aluminum 
tubes are going to be used to build nuclear weapons. 
 
And then, you know, senior members of the administration go on 
TV and point at that leak as if, you know, they didn't plant that 
leak. All the other big media tended to follow the Times, and it 
took Knight Ridder, my old outfit to say, wait a minute. Wait a 
minute. We are going to do some of this reporting that Rajiv was 
talking about and ask some tough questions. But they were sort of, 
you know, sidelined because they weren't a big outfit. 
 
KURTZ: Half a minute. So now we deal with Iran, we deal with 
Libya, we deal with Syria, we deal with North Korea and have the 
media learned the lesson of if not the utter failure, of at least the 
shortcomings of Iraq ten years ago? 
 
FRANCIS: The fact is that when President Obama asked a senior 
CIA official whether he was certain that Osama Bin Laden was in 
Abbottabad, he said, yes, I'm certain, but I was also more certain 
there was WMD in Iraq. 
 
KURTZ: Who said that? 
 
FRANCIS: A senior CIA official told Obama that. OK.  
 
(CROSSTALK) 
 
FRANCIS: We're still going to make mistakes, both the CIA and 



journalists. 
 
KURTZ: All right, Fred Francis, Mark Thompson and Rajiv 
Chadrasekaran, thanks very much for joining us. 
 


